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Oracle iLearning

Oracle iLearning is the platform for delivering and managing personalized
learning to anyone, anytime, anywhere, on any device. Oracle iLearning
maximizes your organizational reach with consistent, standardized global
learning for employees, customers, and business partners.

KEY FEATURES

Features you expect, scalability that
you need:
•

Self guided registration

•

Catalog search and browse

•

Certification and compliance
management

•

Approval based enrollment

•

Multiple language translations

•
•

Oracle iLearning - A Complete Enterprise Learning Solution
Oracle iLearning is designed to provide both employee performance improvement as
well as for-profit revenue generation:


Ease of use: Search and browse for learning within your own personal learning
catalog. View e-learning and training history, write reviews for your fellow learners
and evaluate your training - all done in a simple and easy to use environment.



Collaboration: Once you are enrolled in a class, you can access the information you
need for your learning including e-learning, learner generated content and any chats
and forums related to the class.

Competency management



Multiple domains for security and
branding

Social Learning: Contact your fellow learners using any number of social sites,
upload your own material, and recommend courses to others.



Mobile Learning: Use iLearning on your PC, tablet or smartphone (Android and
Apple iOS).



Personalization: Create sites and sub-sites to provide a unique look and feel for
different user communities or organizations.



Efficient administration: All types of training can be managed in one central catalog
with fine grained access control for administrators.



Flexible and scalable: Oracle iLearning provides eCommerce capabilities for
customers who run a for-profit training business as well as training for the internal
workforce. Oracle iLearning is just as well suited for a small organization with one
hundred people as it is for managing training for several million.

•

Collaborative environment

•

Assessments

•

eCommerce

•

Email notification

•

Web services for integration with
other systems

•

Flexible resource management

•

Business, marketing, executive,
manager, and learner specific reports
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KEY BENEFITS

Oracle iLearning provides the following
performance-based benefits:
•

Provide blended learning managment
for training methods like instructorled, seminars, and self-study training

•

Allows self-registration, or
administration-guided registration for
site access

•

Ability to create catalogs specific to
the learner organization complete
with a robust course search engine
and course bookmarks

•

Built-in discussion forums, chats and
interaction through social sites offer
efficient learning and collaboration

Oracle iLearning also provides the
following technology-based benefits:
•

Flexible deployment in either hosted
or installed model

•

Scales gracefully as business needs
grow

•

Web Services provide flexible
integration with other systems

•

Conforms to industry standards:
AICC, IMS, and SCORM

Figure 1 View your enrollments from the Home page

Extending Learning Beyond Employees
Today, educating the extended enterprise, including customers, partners, contingent
workers, and job applicants, is often required for staying competitive. Your entire
extended enterprise can take advantage of self-registration and self-service access to
learning and one-stop administration, both of which lower your costs by automating
catalog distribution and enrollment.
Oracle iLearning serves your customers, partners, contingent workers, and applicants,
as well as your own employees.
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Figure 2. iLearning on a tablet
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RELAT ED SERVICES

Oracle iLearning: A Complete Learning Solution

The following services support Oracle
Main Product:

Oracle iLearning has proven to be an effective learning solution for existing Oracle

•

Update Subscription Services

•

Product Support Services

•

Professional Services

customers (utilizing PeopleSoft Enterprise, Oracle E-Business Suite, and JD Edwards
products), customers currently using 3rd party systems, and Learning Service Providers
with customers of their own product.
Using Oracle iLearning, businesses with large or small learning communities can
provide learning and development with a full-featured learning solution that keeps pace
with evolving business requirements.

CONTACT US

For more information about Oracle iLearning, visit oracle.com or call +1.800.ORACLE1 to speak to an
Oracle representative.

CONNECT W ITH US

blogs.oracle.com/oracle
facebook.com/oracle
twitter.com/oracle
oracle.com
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